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Predators influence prey populations not only through predation itself, but

also indirectly through prompting changes in prey behaviour. The behavioural

adjustments of prey to predation risk may carry nutritional costs, but this has

seldom been studied in the wild in large mammals. Here, we studied the

effects of an ambush predator, the African lion (Panthera leo), on the diet quality

of plains zebras (Equus quagga) in Hwange National Park, Zimbabwe. We com-

bined information on movements of both prey and predators, using GPS data,

and measurements of faecal crude protein, an index of diet quality in the prey.

Zebras which had been in close proximity to lions had a lower quality diet,

showing that adjustments in behaviour when lions are within short distance

carry nutritional costs. The ultimate fitness cost will depend on the frequency

of predator–prey encounters and on whether bottom-up or top-down forces

are more important in the prey population. Our finding is the first attempt

to our knowledge to assess nutritionally mediated risk effects in a large mam-

malian prey species under the threat of an ambush predator, and brings

support to the hypothesis that the behavioural effects of predation induce

important risk effects on prey populations.
1. Introduction
Predators can affect their prey not only by killing them, but also by influencing

their behaviour [1]. Predator-induced behavioural adjustments may carry costs

for the prey through their influence on prey energetics and physiology. They

can ultimately affect prey demography, in which case these effects are called

‘non-consumptive effects’ or ‘risk effects’ [2–4]. As revealed by a meta-analysis

on predator–prey systems principally involving invertebrates, predators can

have a greater effect on prey demography through risk effects than through

direct consumption of individual prey [5]. In large mammalian systems, herbi-

vores have been shown to use a wide array of behavioural adjustments to the

presence of their predator (see [6,7] for habitat shift, [8] for temporal niche

shifts and [9,10] for increase in vigilance levels).

Yet, very little is known on the risk effects associated with these behavioural

adjustments. The few existing studies of risk effects of predation on large herbi-

vores have come from the wolf (Canis lupus) and elk (Cervus elaphus) system of

the Yellowstone National Park and have provided contrasted results (see [2,11]

for evidence of significant risk effects and [12] for limited risk effects—keeping

in mind that these contrasted results could arise from methodological differen-

ces [13]). New studies looking beyond behavioural adjustments in other natural

systems are clearly needed to understand the risk effects of large mammalian

predators on their prey populations.
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Different factors may influence the occurrence and strength

of risk effects. Microhabitat structure clearly influences pre-

dation risk and may thus ultimately affect diet selection [14].

Predator hunting mode is also likely to play an important

role in risk effects: because ambush predators are relatively

sedentary, the presence of their cues should be strongly indica-

tive of predation risk and hence lead to strong behavioural

adjustments by their prey. On the other hand, continuously

moving active predators may saturate the habitat with cues

of their presence and prey may be less responsive to these

cues, as they provide less information regarding risk and

associated risk effects are less important [15]. This has been

supported by studies on invertebrates, with ambush predators

producing stronger local risk effects than active predators

[16,17]. This may also be the case in large mammalian systems

as suggested by a recent behavioural study [18].

Here, we investigated whether the presence of an ambush

predator, the African lion (Panthera leo), in the vicinity of

plains zebra (Equus quagga) imposes nutritional costs in the

latter. Nutritionally mediated risk effects are of particular inter-

est as the quantity/quality of resources ingested is likely to

directly influence prey body condition, survival and reproduc-

tion. The study was conducted in Hwange National Park,

Zimbabwe, where plants grow on nutrient poor Kalahari

sands and offer food with a low crude protein (CP) content to

herbivores. CP content of the diet is important for herbivores,

and especially for non-ruminants such as plains zebras, as

they cannot synthesize some essential amino acids which can

only be acquired through their diet [19]. Herbivores, and par-

ticularly non-ruminant herbivores, are therefore particularly

constrained in these regions, and any factor influencing the

ability of plains zebras to select the highest quality plants

could have detrimental impacts on the fitness of individuals.

Zebras are important prey for lions in this ecosystem [20], and

behavioural studies have shown that, when chances of encoun-

tering lions are high, zebras increase their vigilance level [21]

and select different habitats [7]. Here, we report on the possible

nutritional costs of these behavioural adjustments.
2. Methods
(a) Study area and population
The study was carried out in Hwange National Park (HNP,

ca 15 000 km2 of semi-arid savannah) in western Zimbabwe

(198000 S, 268300 E). The study population of plains zebra uses the

Main Camp area (approx. 1000 km2) in the northern part of

HNP, and the estimated zebra density in this area is 1.08+0.53

individuals km22 [22]. In this area, over 200 zebras have been

individually identified by their unique stripe patterns.

(b) Zebra and lion GPS data
In seven different zebra harems, we equipped one of the females

with a GPS radio-collar recording locations every hour. Plains

zebras are a gregarious species that form non-territorial harems,

and individuals of a harem move together and are seldom separ-

ated. Zebras feed mostly during the day, but feeding also occurs

at night [23]. If the presence of a predator is detected during a

night, then the foraging behaviour of zebras is likely to be influ-

enced that night but also during the following day, because

zebras will be aware of the presence of their predator in their vicin-

ity and lion kills during daytime hours are not rare (unpublished

data 2005–2007). As part of the long-term monitoring of the

lion population in HNP, lions were also equipped with GPS
radio-collars, with locations available hourly from 18.00 to 07.00.

We used data from 10 GPS radio-collared lions (seven males and

three females) that were in the same study area as the seven

zebra harems at the time of this study. In HNP, male lions form

coalitions and female lions form prides that can be considered

rather independent groups as they are seldom sighted together

(less than 10% of the sightings), and both male and female lions

are successful hunters [20]. We cannot rule out the possibility

that undetected lions were present during our study, but most

lion groups were collared in the study area (90% of the lion

groups seen in the study area included one GPS radio-collared

individual). Additionally, lion group sizes are not very large in

HNP and lions from the same group stay together most of the

time, with females from a pride sighted together in 89.2+7.4%

of sightings. Hence, we are confident that the movements of the

majority of lions were known in the study area and that GPS

fixes from collared lions provide a reliable description of the risk

of predation by lions. Mean straight-line distance moved between

two GPS fixes (i.e. over a period of 1 h) was 521 m (10, 25, 75 and

90% percentiles were 0, 11, 835 and 2071 m, respectively) for

female lions and 746 m (10, 25, 75 and 90% percentiles were 0,

17, 1166 and 2889 m, respectively) for male lions.
(c) Faecal sample collection and analysis of diet quality
The CP content of faeces is a good index of diet quality in horses,

and probably in equids generally, as it provides information on the

digestibility of the diet [24], and on the availability of CP which can

be limiting for growth and reproduction in horses [25]. Faecal

samples were collected during February–March 2010 from

known zebras (97 samples from 42 individuals in 14 harems)

after observation of defecation. All samples were dried within

48 h, either by air-drying or in a low heat (408C) field oven and

stored dry at room temperature until assayed. Chemical analyses

of faecal samples were performed in the chemistry laboratory of

INRA-URP3F (Lusignan). All samples were ground (1 mm grid)

and analysed by near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS). A NIR cali-

bration was carried out on a larger sample pool and was used to

predict the N content for all our samples (calibration properties:

mean ¼ 4.7, range ¼ 1.95–7.4, s.d. ¼ 0.91, R2 ¼ 0.94, SE of cross

validation ¼ 0.34, SD/SECV¼ 2.7). CP content was calculated

by multiplying the N content by 6.25. All values of CP used for

statistical analyses correspond to predicted values from NIRS.
(d) Index of predation risk
As lions are mainly active during the night [26,27], we used the

available lion GPS-collar data representative of lion whereabouts

in the landscape, and calculated an index of predation risk

during the night (from 18.00 to 07.00). As stated before, this

index is likely to influence the foraging behaviour of zebras not

only at night but also during the day since zebras aware of

their predator presence in their vicinity are likely to adjust their

behaviour to this risk. Mean retention time of food in equids is

around 44.5 h [28], so faecal samples represent an integrative

measure of the quality of the diet of the previous 1–3 days.

All GPS data from the nights between 20 h and 68 h prior to

defecation were thus used. We calculated the minimum distance

at which zebras had been from lions during those nights and

used it as an index of predation risk. When there were no

GPS data available for the zebra harem, we used field obser-

vations of zebras to know the location of the zebra harem

early in the morning during the days before faecal sampling.

We calculated the minimum distance between these locations

and lion positions between 05.00 and 07.00 those days and

used this distance as an index of predation risk. For these

cases, we overlooked possible encounters earlier in the night

and consequently underestimated the frequency and strength

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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of anti-predator responses, a conservative approach as it will

work against detection of a clear pattern.
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Figure 1. Effects of the distance to lions in the previous nights (see Methods)
on the crude protein content of the faeces (a good index of diet quality) of
plains zebras in Hwange National Park, Zimbabwe. Empty and filled circles
represent females and males, respectively. DM, dry matter.
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(e) Analyses
In total, 65 faecal samples from 30 individuals for which

information on zebra and lion position were simultaneously

available were used in the analyses. We used linear-mixed

models (function lmer of package lme4 [29], using R software

[30]) with CP content of the faeces as the dependant variable

and distance to lions (two classes: lions closer or further than

2 km) and sex of the individual as fixed effects. There is no agree-

ment about the distance at which zebras can detect the presence

of lions, but several studies have shown that zebras may adjust

their behaviour to the presence of lions within a 2 km radius

[7,8,21]. Lions are territorial, and home ranges of the monitored

lions clearly encompassed the monitored area. We controlled for

the sex of the individual zebra in the model, as males and

females might differ in the quality of the diet they are ingesting

(as observed in Camargue horses [31]). Because individuals from

different sexes may differ in their response to predation risk [32],

we made a preliminary check for such differential responses.

Because the interaction between sex and distance to lions had

no effect, it is not presented hereafter owing to the sample size.

We included a random effect on the intercept for data collected

on the same day in the same group, thus accounting for the

fact that samples coming from members of the same harem on

the same date were correlated. We also included a random

effect on the intercept for individuals nested in harems, to

take account of repeated measures on individuals and groups.

A random effect varying among individuals nested in harems

was included on the coefficient relating distance to lions to CP in

the faeces, to allow for different reactions to risk of predation

between individuals in their groups, and also to have better esti-

mates of the effects and reduce type I error (see [33]). As there are

some controversies on the use of likelihood ratio test in mixed

models [34], we computed 95% confidence intervals on the

parameter estimate using parametric bootstrap (10 000 replications).
3. Results
The faeces of male zebras had lower CP content than did those

of females (estimate ¼ 20.35; 95% CI: 20.68 to 20.01, taking

females as reference). CP content in the faeces of zebras was

lower when lions had been close during the nights prior to

defecating than when lions had been farther away (figure 1,

estimate ¼ 20.66; 95% CI: 21.21 to 20.09, taking the class

distance more than 2 km as reference). CP content ranged

from 3.85% to 5.65% when lions were within 2 km of the

zebra, and from 4.40% to 8.17% when lions were further than

2 km from the zebra.
4. Discussion
Large apex predators are threatened worldwide and there is

an urgent need to fully understand their role in the ecosys-

tems [35]. This study is one of the first attempts to assess

the nutritionally mediated risk effects of predation in large

mammals in a system different from the North American

Yellowstone wolf–elk system. Our finding provides support

for the hypothesis that behavioural adjustments to the risk

of predation carry costs for large mammalian prey [3]. The

CP content of zebra faeces was 14% lower when zebras had

been in the vicinity of lions in the preceding nights,
suggesting that the behavioural adjustments previously

observed [7,21] may also entail nutritional costs.

The CP content of faeces in HNP is low for zebras

(approx. 5% during the wet season) compared with other

sites (e.g. 7% in Mkuzi Game Reserve, South Africa, [36] or

7.5% in the Kruger National Park, South Africa [37], both

during the wet season), and obtaining forage with the highest

CP content may be crucial to maintaining a positive protein

balance. The variance of CP contents declined when lions

where nearby, and high CP levels (more than 6%) were

obtained only when zebras had been foraging far from

lions. The decline in diet quality when lions are close could

thus be critical in this low nutrient environment.

The mechanisms leading to the lower diet quality under

increased predation risk were not studied in detail here, as

the data collected did not allow a rigorous investigation of

these mechanisms. Identifying these mechanisms is, however,

clearly a research priority for the future. Observations of pred-

ator–prey behavioural interactions in the Hwange ecosystem

(independent of the faecal sample collection from this study)

suggest that the decrease in diet quality detected here could

arise from either a habitat shift [7], possibly to safer habitats

of lower quality, or from an increase in the intense vigilance

level of zebras when lions are in their vicinity [21], leaving

less time to select patches or bites of higher quality.

Ultimately, the fitness costs associated with the lower diet

quality demonstrated here will depend on the frequency of

possible encounters between zebras and lions, i.e. when

zebras are in the vicinity of lions and able to detect their pres-

ence (see also [12] for similar considerations). Further, the

population consequences of the lower diet quality under

the risk of predation will depend on whether the population

is more limited by bottom-up or top-down factors and on

how these effects interact. Across the landscape, the relative

amounts of safe versus risky habitat seem to strongly affect

which process dominates, with bottom-up forces more

important in a landscape that is predominately safe and

top-down forces more important when risky habitat predo-

minates [38,39]. The Hwange zebra population is likely to

be limited by predation (unpublished data), and hence indi-

viduals might make a trade-off between diet quality and

the risk of predation with lower fitness costs.

Quantifying predation risk solely from GPS-collared

predator locations can substantially underestimate the fre-

quency and strength of anti-predator responses, because

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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you cannot detect encounters between predators and prey

that occur in the movements between GPS fixes, and because

encounters between prey and un-collared predators can go

undetected as well [13]. We believe this underestimation

bias is relatively minor in our study for three reasons: (i)

lions are not cursorial predators and do not move very far

in 1 h; (ii) almost all lion groups had one collared individual

and individuals from the same group tend to stay together

most of the time and (iii) our study revealed a strong

response from zebras.

In a recent study of elk, body reserves and reproduction

were little affected by encounters with wolves, suggesting

that the behavioural adjustments to the risk of predation

were not high enough to affect the fitness of this prey [12].

Because this study quantified risk from GPS locations taken

at intervals of 3 h and wolf is a cursorial predator, it is

likely that the encounter rate between elk and wolves was

underestimated, which could partly explain the contrasted

results compared with other studies on the same system

[2,11]. However, this result is consistent with predictions

based on the predator hunting mode [16,17], as wolves are

active predators and hence not expected to induce strong

risk effects. Our study is the first attempt to our knowledge

to assess nutritionally mediated risk effects in a large herbi-

vore in response to an ambush predator, and is consistent

with the expectation that ambush predators are likely to

induce strong risk effects. This is also consistent with the

results from a recent behavioural study [18] where herbivores

responded behaviourally to the presence of lion, an ambush

predator, but not to the presence of wild dog (Lycaon
pictus), an active predator.
Our study adds to the current debate on the risk effects of

predation in large mammalian systems [2,11,12] and high-

lights the need to investigate the fitness costs associated

with the behavioural effects of predation. It further draws

attention to the risk that such effects on the nutrition of

prey—prompted by the mere presence of predators—could

easily be misinterpreted as bottom-up phenomena (as

pointed by Christianson & Creel [11]). The link between the

lower diet quality demonstrated here and the fitness of indi-

viduals, and ultimately their population dynamics, is a clear

research priority.
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